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element. For a poset Q let -<Q denote the covering relation determined by ^Q . Let P be a poset and let T be a subset of P U -<P with P % T. We denote the poset (P \ T, (^P | P \ T ) \ T) by P \ T and we say that T is deleted from P. For two posets P and Q, P + Q denotes their ordinal sum. We say that a poset Q is contained in P if ^Q C^P . If Q is contained in P we write Q C P . We say that Q is properly contained in P if Q C P and Q ^ P .
Let P and Q be posets. A pair (Q,/) is called a P-coloured poset if / is a partially defined map from Q to P. If / can be extended to a fully defined monotone map / ' : Q -• P on Q then / and (Q,/) are called P-extendible; otherwise / and (Q)/) are called P-nonextendible. A P-zigzag is a P-nonextendible, P-coloured poset ( H , / ) , where H is finite and for every K, properly contained in H, the Pcoloured poset ( K , / \K) is P-extendible. Roughly speaking, the P-zigzags are the finite, minimal, nonextendible P-coloured posets. When it is clear what P is we omit it in the terms such as P-zigzags, P-extendible, et cetera.
For two P-coloured posets ( H , / ) and (Q,ff) we say that ( H , / ) is contained in (Q,p) and we write ( H , / ) C (Q,g) if H C Q and / = g \ H . Observe that every finite nonextendible coloured poset contains a zigzag. Let (H, / ) be a P-coloured poset and let T be a subset of H U -<H with H g T. We denote the P-coloured poset (H \ T,f \ H \ T ) by ( H , / ) \ T and we say that T is deleted from ( H , / ) . For a P-coloured poset ( H , / ) we define C(H,/) = {h £ H : f(h) exists} and JV(H,/) = H \ C ( H , / ) . We call the elements of C(H,/) coloured elements and the elements of N(H,f) noncoloured elements. If C(H,/) and AT(H,/) are nonempty we define the posets C ( H , / ) and N(H,/) by the restriction of ^H to C(H,/) and N(H, f), respectively.
A figure of a P-coloured poset ( H , / ) consists of the covering graph of H and an element of H is drawn as a small shaded circle or a small empty circle according to whether / is defined or not defined on the given point. Every shaded point is labelled by the value of / . For example, let P be the poset shown in Figure 1 . Then ( H , / ) in Figure 1 is a P-coloured poset. In fact, (H, / ) is a P-zigzag. 
FINITE POSETS WITH THE STRONG SELECTION PROPERTY
In this section we show that every poset obtained from a finite lattice ordered set by deleting a convex subset has the strong selection property. Also, we show that the finite posets admitting a nuf with arity at most 6 have the strong selection property.
Let L be a finite lattice ordered set. We note that L has no monotone zigzags. A subset S of L is called a convex subset of L if a, b £ S, c G. L and a ^j , c ^L b imply c 6 S. There is a well known result [3] of Demetrovics, Hannak and Ronyai [5] Posets and zigzags 83 which states that for a finite lattice ordered set L the poset P = L \ 5 , where 5 is a proper, convex subset of L, admits a nuf. We will show that P , in fact, has the strong selection property, that is, by Proposition 1.12, every P-zigzag has at most one noncoloured element. So by (1) and (2) of Claim 1.11 the number of P-zigzags is finite. Thus by Remark 1.13 the poset P admits a nuf. We note that the preceding argument gives a proof of the result in [8] that a finite poset with the strong selection property admits a nuf. We need the following technical lemma about zigzags.
PROOF: Since (H,/) is a P-zigzag and |JV(H,/)| ^ 2 there exist p £ P and a monotone partial map / " from H to P given by / " |C(H,/)= / and /"(a) = p. For every such p we select one P-zigzag contained in (H,/") and we denote it by (Hp,/ p ). Clearly, a G H p . Let us suppose there is no p G P such that (b,c) G ^H P • Let H 6>e = H \ {(b,c)}. Then H 6>c C H and (H k , c ,/) is not P-extendible because every monotone extension of (H& |e ,/) to a contains a zigzag (H p ,/ p ) for some p. But this contradicts that (H, / ) is a zigzag. Thus there is a po G P such that (6, c) G^H PO Hence (2) in Claim 1.11 applies to (Hi,/!) and (H 2 ,/ 2 ). So by a,b G Hi, the elements a and b have to be comparable in H. Let us say a < b. Let A and V be the join and meet operation of L. We define t = A{/(p) : p 6 C(Hi,/i), b < p} and u = V{/(p) : p G C(H 2 ) / 2 ), p < o}. Now, clearly, ^(o) < t and by the above inequalities for /i(a), u ^ /i(a)-Observe that t and u have to be in S otherwise (Hi,/i) or (H 2 ,/ 2 ) would be extendible P-coloured posets. Since S is convex we get that /i(a) G S, which contradicts fi(a) G P. D
We remark that not every finite poset P with the strong selection property can be obtained from a finite lattice ordered set in the above way. Let P' = 1 + 2 + 2 + 1, the poset in Figure 1 , and let P = P ' x P ' . Then P has the strong selection property since P' has it by Proposition 2.2 and if H and K have the strong selection property then H x K has it too, see [7] . In [3] it is shown that P cannot be obtained from a finite lattice ordered set by deleting a convex subset. With the help of the next proposition we get a procedure how to construct all zigzags of a finite poset. Although this procedure is not efficient it can be used to determine all the zigzags of a small poset such as the one in Figure 7 . PROPOSITION 2 . 3 . Let P be a finite poset. Let ( H , / ) be a monotone Pzigzag. Then for every h G N(H,f) there exist P-coloured posets (H,-,/,) C ( H , / ) , t 6 / , for which h G i\T(H,-, /<), and there exist pi £ P, i £ I, such that if h is coloured by pi in ( H i , / i ) t i e resulting coloured poset is a P-zigzag and if h is coloured by pj in (Hi,fi), j € I \ { t } , the resulting coloured poset is P-extendible. Moreover, for every p G P there exists i E I such that, if h is coloured by p in (Hi,/i) the resulting coloured poset is not P-extendible.
PROOF: AS in Lemma 14
, if we colour h by an element of P in (H, / ) the resulting coloured poset is still nonextendible so it contains some P-zigzags which must contain h. Let X = {(G t ,gt) • t G T} be the set of all zigzags which can be obtained in this way. We assign a subset St C P to every (Gt,gt), t G T, so that St contains gt(h) and all the elements of P by which recolouring h in (G t ,g t ), the resulting coloured poset is nonextendible. We select a subset / of T as follows.
(1) / is a minimal set with respect to Uie/S< = P.
(2) / has the maximal cardinality with respect to (1). (3) / satisfies St U (Uje/\{i).Sj) ^ P for every St that is a proper subset of
Si, where t G T and t G / . The following definitions can be found in [4] . A representation of a poset P is a family (P,-| i G / ) of posets such that P< is a retract of P for each » € / , and P is a retract of ritg/P*-A poset P is irreducible if for every representation (P< | i € I) of P , P is a retract of Pj for some i 6 / . If P is not irreducible then it is called reducible. For example, the two element antichain, fences and crowns are known to be irreducible posets, see [4] . Remark 1.13 gives a characterisation of finite posets admitting an n-ary near unanimity function. We would like to find a somewhat more constructive description, similar to the result of Quackenbush, Rival and Rosenberg in [8] , which states that every finite poset admitting a majority function is a retract of a finite product of fences and the two element antichain. Observe, the building elements here, that is, the fences and the two element antichain, are irreducible posets admitting a majority function. In general, we can expect a similar characterisation of finite posets admitting an n-ary near unanimity function as the next proposition states. PROPOS IT I ON 2 . 4 . The class of finite posets admitting an n-ary near unanimity operation coincides with the class of retracts of finite products of irreducible posets that admit an n-ary near unanimity operation.
For every t € / we select (G t ,g t ) such that

PROOF:
The retract and the product of posets preserve the existence of an n-ary near unanimity operation. On the other hand, every finite poset has a finite representation by irreducibles, see [4] . These facts imply the claim. U
We note that a similar claim is true for finite bounded posets admitting an n-ary near unanimity function.
In the following proposition we list all the finite irreducible bounded posets that admit a 6-ary near unanimity function. 
EXAMPLES OF ZIGZAGS OF SPECIAL POSETS
First we describe the zigzags of finite posets admitting a majority function. Then in Theorem 3.3 we present a construction of posets from smaller posets and show that for this construction it is easy to describe all zigzags if we know the zigzags of the smaller posets. For example, by this construction we get locked fences, defined in [5] , and Tardos's eight element poset in [9] from fences and the two element antichain, respectively. The description of the zigzags of locked fences yields an easy proof that each locked fence admits a near unanimity function, which result is mentioned in [5] .
In a connected poset Q we define the up distance from a to b to be the least positive integer n such that there is a subset { a o , . . . ,^} C Q with a = ao, b = a n and oo ^ ai ^ a2 ^ . . . . We define the down distance from a to 6 dually. Let | (a, 6) and i (o, b) denote the up and down distance from a to b, respectively. We note that by the definition f (o,o) =1 (a,a) = 1. | (a, b) <f (f(a),f(b) ) and PROOF: Certainly, a P-coloured fence of the above form is a P-zigzag for any poset P . Let us suppose now that P is a finite poset admitting a majority function and (H, / ) is a P-zigzag. We want to prove that (H, / ) is of the above form. By By the use of the following theorem we can easily describe the zigzags of certain posets constructed from fences and antichains. THEOREM 3 . 3 . Let P be a finite poset and let A be a finite poset with the strong selection property. Let P' = P+A. Tien every monotone P'-zigzag is one of the following form: a P-zigzag in which every maximal element is coloured, an A-zigzag in which every minimal element is coloured or it can be obtained from a monotone Pzigzag (H, / ) , suci tiat above eaci noncoloured maximal element of (H, / ) we place the coloured elements of some A-zigzag having a noncoloured minima/ eJement. Moreover, every P 1 '-coloured poset of this form will be a P'-zigzag.
Thus we assume ( H , / ) satisfies both T («,*) ^T (/(<*)>/(&)) and | (a,6) > I (/(°)i/(&))• I* 1 thi 8 c a s e w e show that ( H , / ) is extendible, thereby obtaining a contradiction. Without loss of generality, we assume that a shortest path between /(a) and f(b) in P is given by /(a) = ai < o 2 >...<»" = f(b), n ^ 2. Since the number of coloured elements is two in every P-zigaag, (H, / ) must be a standard zigzag. This implies that a is maximal or minimal. If a is minimal
PROOF: First, we prove the last claim. Let (H',/') be a P'-coloured poset of the above form. If (H',/') is one of the first two forms, then the claim is obvious. So let us suppose that (H',/') is of the third form. Observe that H' is connected since H is. The coloured poset (H',/') is not P'-extendible since any P' extension of /' restricted to H must lie in P and so it would be a P-extension of / to H. So by Claim 1.1 we only have to show that by deleting any covering pair in (H',/'), the resulting coloured poset is P'-extendible. The only problem occurs if we delete a covering pair (h, h') not in (H, / ) . Since h and the coloured elements covering it form an A-zigzag / ' can be extended to h in (H',/') \ {(/»,/»')} by an element from A. If we colour the other elements of N(H',f) by a P-extension of (U,f)\{h) restricted to N(U',f), we get a P'-extension of (H',/') \ {(h,^)}.
Let (H',/ f ) be a monotone P'-zigzag. By an induction on |JV(H',/')| we show that (H',/') is of the above form. If |7V(H',/')| = 1 theclaimisobviousfromClaiml.il. Let |JV(H',/')| ^ 2. Let h be an arbitrary maximal element of N(H',/'). Let Ai,fc 2> ... ,h t denote the upper covers of h in (H',/'). So hi,h 2 ,...,hi 6 C(H',/' ). First we show that / ' does not have a monotone extension / " to k defined by f"{h) = a for some a £ A. Let us suppose the contrary. We assume that a is a maximal element in A at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700012284 does not exist a nonmonotone (G,-,«ft) , where h is maximal since the colour of its minimal element would be smaller than 6, c or 6,6'. So it would be o or a'. But both a and a' occur as the colour of a minimal element in one of the {Gi,gi) with one noncoloured element. Then by sticking together the possible, and at the same time necessary, (H,-,/j) at ft we get a zigzag (H',/') with exactly three noncoloured elements.
Let us apply Proposition 2.3 to a minimal noncoloured element in (H', / ' ) . Observe that one of the resulting (G,-, (?,•) must have two noncoloured elements. By the dual of the first part of this proof this is impossible. So there is no zigzag with more than two noncoloured elements.
